In 3069, the world is based on a technology that can determine your future skills from the moment
you were born. Every newborns pass through a scanner which allows the system to determine
their main expertise.There are 2 categories of people in this society, first we have the people who
are qualified to pursue their expertise and are called “Ordinary” then we have those who have the
skills but aren’t qualified because they lack the intelligence(IQ) to meet the society’s expectations
and are referred to as “incompetent”.
They tend to get discriminated and are currently living underground owing to their inferiority.On the
other hand if you happen to have multiple skills the government will use any means necessary to
eliminate you because if you are too intelligent you will be considered as a threat due to the fact
that you can ruin their corrupted system, these type of people are called “the gifted”. Furthermore each person is installed with a nano chip technology in their brains which prevents them to
disobey the government’s commands. However this technology only works for the none gifted
one’s. It’s a world where everyone’s actions is monitored, everyone is prohibited to learn a new
skill exept for the one that they are destined with.
Our story starts with a 12 year old gifted boy named Arthur who manage to escape the elimination
process thanks to his father who knew beforehand the terrible procedure for gifted people. Arthur
was born in an normal family , he is a very kind and caring person who excels in many fields including economics, equations even music and many more. His parents decided to make Arthur
study at home so that he won’t have to face any risks of getting caught by the government until the
time is right to retaliate.
6 years later after Arthur realized how poor their system really is, he decided to form a group of
gifted people who were fortunate enough to escape just like him. It’s a group that aims to change
the system so that everyone can decide their path to take for themselves.
Their plan was to attempt to invade the government’s main territory in hopes of deactivating the
nanomachines so the citizen won’t need to abide by their cruel law anymore.Arthur and his team
aims to grant everyone their own freedom
But unfortunately they got outsmarted and failed their plan and whole of the team died at the end
without accomplishing anything.
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